Attachment 2
Environmental Webinar PART I
Peace for all sisters and brothers...
Peace and reconciliation are the core of religious teachings and faith that we uphold to this day.
However, when we speak about peace and reconciliation in the context of nationhood and
statehood, they become very complex. We are not only speaking about peace and reconciliation,
but also matters related with human being, nature, and Almighty God. This earth can live in
peace if the nature, environment, and earth itself is healthy, and so does the human being. And
we can be wiser based on our closeness and responsibility towards the nature. the Covid-19
Pandemic shows that the relations between human and nature is getting worst: The relations of
maintaining based on responsibility is not becoming our attention. Egoism and greediness of
human being for exploration and environmental exploutation have brought disasters in every
aspect of our live.
Therefore, we would like to encourage the religious actors and society, whatever their
educational, social, cultural, as well as ethnical and religios, also faiths are to listen and learn
directly wuth the nature and cultural-based society in Indonesia. This dialogue is expected to
presebt the real collective action and awareness to heal the earth, which has been destroyed by
egoism, and unlimited human greediness and interest.
The link to sign up: https://bit.ly/358sW26 . This agenda will also be shown live through
Youtube channel of Institut DIAN/Interfidei: https://youtu.be/c-5UEGhHr3M. More Information:
087836739848 (Ista) 082329099792 (Ida)
We are hoping that all sisters and brothers for a good and healthy life!

Environmental Webinar PART II
Peace to all brothers and sisters...
The Covid-19 Pandemic has brought us to a new life attitude, which differs than before. Now,
the self-realization has appeared in ourself that the relations between us and the nature is not
implemented wisely, yet. State and its powers, owned the natural resources without
implementing its regulations in arranging natural resources for the importance of its people,
seriously.
In other hand, our religious practice which is not sensitive in responding to the environmental
issues has sharpened the fact that religious actors are not capable enough in responding this issue.
While in fact, all religious and faith institutions have their adherents, from ordinary people until
public officials, investors, owners of company that get in touch with the environment, nature,
forest, and lake directly. How can life be peacefull, just, and prosper for everyone if the earth and
nature, that we are living on, is not healthy and dominated with greedined of certain people? The
nature is destroyed, injustice remains in place, and greediness is preserved. Then, how is
peaceful and healthy life? Where and how is the responsibility of religious-based institutions
(adherents, leaders, actors, organizations) for this issue?
Institut DIAN/Interfidei and JAII (Interfaith Network of Indonesia) would like to invite all
brothers and sisters to join the positive, critical, and constructive dialogue in the Second Sessions
of Environmental Webinar with the theme "Ecological Repentance: Developing Common
Religious Consciousness and Responsibility Collectively and the Common Concrete Act for the
Healthy and Peaceful Earth"
The second session will be presenting:
1) Mama Aleta Baun (Environment and Woman Activist, TTS, NTT)
2) Delima Silalahi (KSPM/Study Group of Society Initiative Development), Medan, North
Sumatera
3) Pdt. Dr. Yuberlian Padele (Chair of STT GKST Tentena, Poso, Central Sulawesi)
These three regions are struggling with the issues mentioned above. They are complex enough
with the issues about nature, environment, lake, the development of mining industry and tourism.

It is expected that the dialogue could open our knweledge and building our solidarity for more
peaceful and healthy earth, nature, and Indonesia.
To sign up: https://bit.ly/3io1IZa. This agenda will also be broadcasted live on the Youtube
channel of Institut DIAN/Interfidei : https://youtu.be/2Aus5ibCh-Q. More Information :
087836739848 (Ista) 082329099792 (Ida)
We hope that all brothers and sisters are in a good and healthy life!

